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Filing a Claim
Filing a claim does not grant immediate indemnification

When insured parties file a claim, it means they believe they are
owed payment by an insurer

Policyholders file claims by contacting their insurer

An insurance claim can also be filed with a local representative,
such as an insurance agent, or it can be filed directly with the
insurance company in writing or by phone.



Filing a Claim
What is the first step on in the claims process
The claim is initiated when... 
All of the following are apart of the claims process, except:

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4

Questions on the test may include



Can't just say it happened. You have to SHOW it happened. •If an insurer
fails to send proof of loss forms, it gives up the right to require them of

the claimant.

Step 2: PROOF Of LOSS

When a
policyholder

requests them in
writing

When a
policyholder files

a claim

Insurer must provide 
proof of loss forms

Insurer must provide 
proof of loss forms

Within 15 days
and must include 

reasonable
explanations 
for how to use

them.   

Insurer must provide 
proof of loss forms



Proof of Loss
Can't just say it happened. You

have to SHOW it happened. 
 



Acknowledge receipt of the claim. 
Begin investigating all pertinent facts and
issues surrounding the claim

When someone files a claim, the insurer is
required by law to respond, even if it does not
think the claim is valid. Each state has its own
guidelines for how insurers should respond to
claims.     

After receiving a claim, a Georgia insurer must,
within 15 days:

Acknowledgement



Step 3: Acknowledgement
This is typically where the adjuster comes in. The adjuster acts as a

representative of the insurer and is responsible for handling claims until
they are resolved.

When a
policyholder

requests them in
writing

When a
policyholder files

a claim

Insurer must provide 
proof of loss forms

Insurer must provide 
proof of loss forms

Within 15 days
and must include 

reasonable
explanations 
for how to use

them.   

Insurer must provide 
proof of loss forms



Investigation
Finding the proximate cause of the loss
Examining all damages
Noting all circumstances surrounding the loss.
Taking witness statements and reviewing police reports, when necessary
Determining liability, when relevant to the claim
Deciding whether the claims is valid or not

Investigation includes:

If a claim is not valid, the insurer will deny it. If
it is valid, the adjuster will move on to the next

step in the claims process: evaluation. 



Considering policy limits and
deductibles
Calculating lender interest
Determining the value of the loss
Applying all financial provisions of the
policy

If the claim is valid, the Adjuster
evaluates it, which includes:

Evaluation



If an adjuster completes the investigation and decides the claim is
valid, he must then evaluate it to determine a fair indemnity.  

The evaluation will take into account all provisions of the policy,
including coverage limits, deductibles, valuation, coinsurance, and
lender interest, among others. 

Once the adjuster has concluded the evaluation, he will report his
findings to the insurer.   

Evaluation



Timely Decision

•Once insurer receives all paperwork, it has
15 days to make a decision regarding
payment.
•If unable to decide in 15 days, the insurer
can take 45 more days to make a decision
•The insurer must notify the claimant in
writing if claim is denied, and explain why.
•Covered claims must be paid within 10
days after the insurer makes a decision

Timely Decisions for Claimants:



Timely Decision
Once the insurance company receives all the
items, statements, and forms necessary to
determine financial proof of loss, the insurer
then has 15 business days to come to a
decision regarding payment on the claim. (If,
however, the insurer never required the
policyholder to complete a proof of loss form,
then the insurer has 30 days from the day the
claim was filed to affirm or deny coverage.)



Self Check
 

Conclusion



Section 3 Quiz
FILL In Section

What structures
are covered under

Coverage D

What does an 
HO8 Cover?

What's the Difference
Between Fair Rental

Value & ALE?

What Time Does
the Policy Expire?



Major Adjusters Training

Hands On
Training

1-on-1 or Group
Setting

Hands-On
Courses

 Finish Quick. Attend
Every training. 

Career
In A Hurry? Let's Talk

Money Later. 



Claims Adjusters Community

E-mail Address
advisors@majoradjusters.com

Contact Us
How to reach us

@ClaimsAdjuster @Major Adjusters @ClaimsAdjusteroftheYear


